NYS K-12 NYSESLAT Scored Booklet Box Return Options 2022-2023

Option 1: OSC returns scored NYSESLAT booklets to Pearson, and your district returns all the NYSESLAT secure material to Pearson

If your district would like Optimum Solutions Corporation (OSC) to return the boxes of scored NYSESLAT booklets to Pearson, the following labels must be attached to each box delivered to ESBOCES for scoring. Districts are responsible to return all secure testing material, used and unused, to Pearson by June 23, 2023. Each box returned to Pearson must have the Purple School Return Label or the following information is on the outside of the envelope/box:

- The school name
- The Building BEDS code
- The word “Nonscorable”


Option 2: Your district returns all the scored NYSESLAT booklets and secure material to Pearson

If your district chooses to ship all materials back to Pearson themselves, your district must pick up their scored NYSESLAT booklets on June 16, 2023 from ESBOCES Sequoya. Districts are responsible to return all NYSESLAT scored test booklets as well as all secure testing material, used and unused, to Pearson by June 23, 2023. Each box returned to Pearson must have the Purple School Return Label as well as the Return Service UPS Label attached. Please refer to the 2023 NYSESLAT School Administrators Manual pages 32-35 for detailed directions.